Cementing Head - Single Plug - Rental Equipment

The single plug cementing head is used for short and medium liners in shallow holes and is suitable for mechanically and hydraulically set rotating or non-rotating liner hangers.

**Features/Benefits**
- Unrestricted bore after plug or ball has been dropped
- Large flow area accommodates high displacement rates
- Anti-rotation tie-off integral to swivel housing
- Flag-sub-indicator

The top drive casing cementing head can be used for 7 in. to 13 3/8”.

**Features/Benefits**
- Unrestricted bore after plugs have been dropped
- For three cementing plugs
- Large flow area accommodates high displacement rates
- Allows rotation and reciprocation during cementing of string
- Available for API or premium connections
- Flag-sub-indicator
- For casing cementation 7 in. to 13 3/8 in.